
 STRETCHING AND HYPERMOBILITY 

 

 
 
Around 4-7% of the population is classed as being hypermobile or having joint laxity, meaning that 
they have a range of movement at their joints considered excessive. This is usually a ligament issue 
where ligaments are too loose and have limited recoil properties (hyperlaxity would actually be a 
better term!). It is NOT that they actually have a great degree of flexibility in the muscles, as often 
commonly thought. Hypermobility often actually goes hand in hand with tight muscles. So if a 
hypermobile student stretches, the body will choose to take the path of least resistance, rearranging 
itself so that it bypasses the muscular stretch instead choosing to load the lax ligaments. It can come 
about due to genetic traits as seen in families, but it is also affected by training volume and type, 
hormone levels, temperature and gender. Hypermobility could affect the majority of an individual’s 
joints – or be prevalent in one area (for example the elbow joint) if the ligaments in that region have 
become lax for whatever reason. It can lead to pain, a higher incidence of dislocations and sprains and 
a higher chance of osteoarthritis.  Once ligaments have become lax, they cannot be ‘stiffened up’ so 
it becomes a case of management rather than cure.  

 

Guidelines for exercise with hypermobility suggest: 

• Avoiding extremely intense stretches that further loosen ligaments and joints, instead 
focusing on low intensity stretches to keep muscles loose. Hypermobile students are often the 
first to drop right to their extreme range of flexibility without concentrating on using the 
associated musculature to stabilize the movement as they lack this proprioception.  

• Using resistance training to increase muscular strength and tendon stiffness to best help 
support the joints in question. Be sure to perform these exercises with correct technique 
though. The more stable the joints are, the less likely they are to cause injury through 
stretching. Help the muscles to act as a ‘brake’ to the ligaments.  

• Focus on active flexibility rather than passive flexibility at all times.  
• When performing pole or aerial moves that require a degree of flexibility, using active 

flexibility to control the movement (using the muscular contraction) will decrease the impact 
on the joint itself and help prevent damage to the ligaments. Focus on students moving from 
the core.  

• Correcting postural imbalances. 
• Recommending therapies such as massage or acupuncture to help alleviate any pain 

experienced. 

 

 


